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  silk protein and flax seeds 
Silk Protein and Oil Linseed make this a unique multi- line, dedicated to all hair types and
formulated with an eye to those fragile, stressed and weakened by environmental factors
and thermal.

 SHAMPOO 
Dual Action Shampoo gently cleanses the hair characterized by greasy roots and dry
ends, weakened, with a tendency to break. The dual action is given extract of burdock with
astringent and purifying and Silk Protein Extract and Flax seeds that act on the whole
length of the hair, staring more on the parts dry and dehydrated, such as spikes. Can be
used daily.
 box:  250 ml bottle with dispenser

 RESTRUCTURING MASK 
Restructures, nourishes and moisturizes the parties sensitized hair volume and shine
without making it heavy. In particular, Silk Protein and Oil Linseed contained in its formula,
help to prevent the porosity and the formation of split ends hair returning to its natural
beauty. Wait a few minutes, rinse thoroughly.
 box:  250 ml jar

 NOT OIL 
Technology no oil and fixing soft make it a versatile and easy to use, designed to give
control and docility at the same time. Silk Protein Extract and Flax Seed coat the hair
overprotective of a film that makes them elastic, hydrated and more resistant to
aggressions
 box:  200 ml bottle

 LIQUID CRYSTALS 
Product specific high-yield, made for an immediate shine and volume. The specific action
laminating and sealing Oil Linseed instantly makes hair soft, shiny and voluminous long
and protects the cuticle from the action of moisture and weathering. The addition formula
in the UV filter helps to enhance the luster of the hair. Result: brightens and protects
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leaving hair soft and smooth.
 box:  75 ml spray bottle 
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